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PART X: SPLIT RING AND SHEARPLATECONNECTORS
10.1-GENERAL
Background
Split ring and shear plate connectors act like dowels
or keysin
distributing loads from one member to
another in a joint (57). The large diametersofthe
rings or plates,relative to the diameters ofbolts, and
therelativelyshallow
depth of the connectors inthe
membersprovide for increasedbearing areas without
penalizing reductions innetsection areas. As a result,
these connectors can develop significantly higher design
values than those obtainable from bolts alone.
Splitring connectors, the most efficientoftimber
fastenings, are installed in precut grooves made with a
specialpower-drivendrill
and cutting tool. They are
used in wood-to-wood joints wherehigh lateral joint
loads are involved; such as in bowstring trusses, arches
and bridges. The bolt or lag screw passing through the
center of the ring holds the faces of the joint members
in contact.
Similar to splitrings, shear plates are installedin
precut grooves but are flush to the surface whenfully
seated.Two
shear plates are the equivalent of one
splitring,with
the load beingtransferred from one
plate to the other in the joint through shear in the bolt
or lag screw. Shear plates are primarily used in woodto-steel connections; such as steel gusset plate joints or
column-foundation connections where the metal replaces
one of the plates, and in demountable wood-to-wood
connections, such as stadium bleachers (179).
The design provisions for split ring and shear plate
connectors in the Specification are based on early
unresearch (146,159) and haveremainedessentially
changedsince the 1944 edition. In addition to these
connectors, the first edition includedallowabledesign
values for clawplates and toothed rings (128). Claw
plates, which are similar to shear plates, were dropped
inthe 1948 edition. Toothed rings, alternates to split
rings but made of thinner metal, requiring no grooving
and having about one-half the allowable design values,
were dropped in the 1973 edition.

Also since the first edition, connector design values
were reduced approximately 9 percent
in
1962 to
increase the levelofconservatismintheallowable
designvalues for thistypeoffastening.
The adjustment had the effectofoffsetting
that portion of the
World War I1 emergency increase of 20 percent autho-
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rized for allwooddesignvalues
that was not subsequentlycovered by the conversionofallwooddesign
values from a permanent to a normal loading basis (see
Commentary for 2.3.2). New in the 1991 edition is the
inclusion of a number of additional species and broad
species groups in connector Group D (Table 10A of
the Specification). The broad species groups (Western
Woods, Eastern Species and Northern Species)may
include any speciesproducedin the applicableregion
(see DesignValueSupplement).
10.1.1-Terminology

A connector unit is expressed in terms of the metal
parts required for a single shear plane. For a split
ring connection, one ring is used in
matching grooves
in the members adjacent to one plane. For shear plate
connections,two matching shear plates, one in appropriate groovesineachmember,
are usedinwood-towood joints. In a wood-to-metal joint, the steel strap
or platereplaces one of the shear plates. In allthree
cases, the bolt or lagscrewtyingthe
joint togetheris
consideredloadedinsingle
shear. Where more than
one connector unit is on the same bolt, as in the case
of a three member joint where the main member has
connectors on the same bolt on both faces, an adjusted
single shear design
value
for each shear plane
is
providedin the designvaluetables(seeTables
10.2A
and 10.2B).
10.1.2-Quality of Split Ring and
Connectors

Shear Plate

10.1.2.1 The splitringiswedgeshaped(beveled
toward the edges) to facilitate installation and assure a
The diameter of theinside
tight fit whenfullyseated.
2 percent larger than the
groove for the splitringis
inside diameter ofthering, thus requiring theringto
be sprung slightly when inserted. This provides for any
subsequent shrinkage of the members and for simultaneousbearing of the inner surfaceof the connector
against the inner core of wood created by the grooving
operation and bearingof
the outer surface of the
connector on the opposite side against the outside wall
of the groove (159,179). The position of thetongueslot joint in the ring relative to the direction of loading
is not significant (159).
The two small perforations in the central portion of
pressedsteel shear platesserve to facilitate temporary
attachment of the connector to the joint member when
off-site fabrication is employed and in the erection and
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dismantling of temporary structures in the field. The
perforations, which have been part of the pressed shear
plate description since the 1944 edition, do not affect
plate load-carrying performance.

10.1.2.2 Dimensions for splitrings and pressed
steel and malleable iron shear plates have been included
in the Specification since the 1944 edition. Dimensions
for light gage shear plateswere introduced in 1960.
In addition to connector diameter, the depth of the
connector in the member and its thickness affect joint
load-carrying capacity. It is to be understood that only
those split rings that have equivalent or larger inside
diameter, metal depth and metal thickness than those
giveninAppendix
K of the Specificationqualify for
the connector designvaluesprovidedin
Table 10.2A.
Similarly,only those shear plates that haveequivalent
or larger plate diameter, plate depth and plate thickness
than those given in Appendix K qualify for the connector designvaluesprovidedin
Table 10.2B.

-

-

The projected areas giveninAppendix K for split
rings are calculated as the sumoftheinsidegroove
diameter and twice the groovewidthtimesthegroove
depth. These
projected areas are 1.10 and 2.25 square
inches for 2-1/2 and 4 inchrings,respectively.

to establish the basis for the lead hole diameter requirement for the threaded portion of the screw (see Section
10.1.3.2).

10.1.3-Fabricationand Assembly
10.1.3.1 The fabrication and assemblyprovisions
for splitrings
and shear plateshaveremainedunchangedsince the 1944 edition with a few exceptions.
The provisionrequiring
cutterheads to be
designed
specifically for the dimensions provided by the particular connector manufacturer was first introduced inthe
1977 edition.
10.1.3.2 The alternative provisions for leadholes
for the threaded portion of lag screws of 70 percent of
the shank diameter or as required
in
9.1.2.1 was
introduced in the 1977 edition. This leadholewasset
at 75 percent of the shank diameter in earlier editions.
10.1.3.3 MinimumwashersizesgiveninAppendix
K are good practicerecommendations that have been
part oftheSpecificationsince
1944. Washersmay be
used in shear plateconnectionsinvolvingsteel
straps
and plateswhen use of a longer bolt or lagscrewis
necessary to avoidbearing of the threaded portion of
the bolt or screw on the strap or plate.

The projected areas for shear plates
given
in
Appendix K are based on the groovediametertimes
thegroove depth for the nominal shear platedimensionsshown.These
groove diameters are 2.63 inches
and 4.03 inches for 2-5/8 and 4 inch plates respectively.
The groove depths assumed to correspond to the plate
tabulated flange depths are 0.45, 0.38 and 0.64 inches
for 2-5/8 inchpressedsteel,
2-5/8 inchlightgage
and
4 inchmalleable iron plates,respectively;givingthe
tabulated projected area values for .these connectors of
1.18, 1.00 and 2.58 square inches. Prior to the 1960
edition, slightlysmallerprojected areas for the pressed
steel and malleable iron plates,based on the actual
cross-sectional dimensions of the material cut from the
member to accommodate the flanged plate and integral
hub and enclosed central bolt hole, wereused.

10.1.3.4 Tabulated design values for split ring and
shear plate connectors apply to joints inwhichthe
members are in contact, are fabricated of wood having
a moisture content of 15 percent or lowerto a depth
of at least 314 inches from the surface, and will remain
dry in service. Effects of normal variations in moisture
content that occurin
dry conditions ofservice
are
accounted for in the tabulated values.

Tabulated projected areas for splitring and shear
plate connectors giveninAppendix K are to beused
in checking for net section in accordance with sections
3.1.2 and 7.1.2 of the Specification.

It isgoodpractice
to excludevisibleface
knots
within a distance of one-half the connector diameter
along the grain from the edgeoftheconnectorunit
(62,159). Wherevisible knots are includedwithin a
one-half connector diameter distance of thecritical
section, the net section based
on theprojectedarea of
the connector unit and bolt or screw should be further
reduced for thecross-sectional area ofsuchincluded
knots (see Section 3.1.2.3 and AppendixA. 12 of the
Specification).

10.1.2.3 Bolts used with split rings or shear plates
are required to meet the quality provisions of 8.1.1.
10.1.2.4 Lagscrews used withsplitrings or shear
plates are required to meetthe quality provisions of
9.1.1. The provision that only cut thread lag screws be
used, a requirement since the 1944 edition, is necessary

When connectors are installedinunseasoned
or
partially seasoned wood intended for use in dry conditions ofservice,
tabulated designvalues
are to be
adjusted in accordance with the
factors in Table 7.3.3.
Such joints willneed to be tightened as themembers
season in service by periodically turning down the nuts
on the bolts untilserviceequilibriummoisturecontent
isreached.
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10.2-DESIGN

VALUES

I1 emergencyincrease.
The 1962 designvalueshave
beencarriedforwardunchanged
to the 1991 edition.

10.2.1-Tabulated Nominal Design Values
Background
Early connector tests of joints made with Douglas
fir, southern pine,white oakand other representative
speciesshowed that joint load-carryingcapacitywas
directlyrelated
to thespecificgravityofthewood
members (57,62,146,159). This specieseffectwasaccounted for by classifyingspecies into four connector
load groups based on their specific gravity. These four
groupings, originally established in the 1944 edition, are
shownin Table 10A of the Specification. The present
listingincludesspecies
and species groups that have
been addedin various subsequenteditionssince 1944.
The 1991 edition includesthe addition ofseveralnew
individual
species
and three broad regional
species
groups in Group D, as well as the deletion or reclassification of other species or groups based on changes in
commercial importance or specificgravityvalues.
The
broad species groups (Western Woods, Eastern Species
andNorthern Species) may includeanyspeciesproduced
in
the
applicable
region
(see Design
Value
Supplement).

A:
B:
C:
D:

0.67
0.49
0.42
0.31

to
to
to
to

Determinethetabulatedallowabledesignvaluefora
single 2-112 inch split ring connector in each shear plane
of a threemember joint made of two 1 inchthick
Group B side members and a 1-112 inch thick Group B
main member.

0.73
0.58
0.47
0.41

Both side and main members loaded parallel

Specificgravityvalues
for theindividualspecies
listed in Table 10A are given in Table SA or the other
dowel
bearing
strength tables
in
the
Specification.
Intermediate specific gravity values for species not listed
mayconservativelybeplacedinalower
group.
1944 edition
Connector designvaluesgiveninthe
oftheSpecificationincludeda
20 percentincrease
authorized for allwooddesignvalues
as part ofthe
national waremergencyprogramofWorld
War 11.
Subsequently,one-halfofthisemergencyincreasewas
codified as part oftheconversionofwooddesign
values from a permanent to a normal loading basis (see
Commentary for 2.3.2). Based onfieldexperience,the
remaining
one-half
of
the
war
time
increase
was
retained for all wood connection design values, including those for split ring and shear plate connections. In
the 1962 edition, inresponsetochanging
construction
and workmanshippractices,designvalues
for joints
madewithsplitrings
and shear plates werereduced
approximately 9 percent. This adjustment
had
the
effectofremovingtheexperience
portion ofthe WW
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10.2.1.1 Designvalues for splitringconnections
in Table 10.2A andfor
shear plateconnections
in
Table 10.2B are given in terms of the number of faces
a member has with a connector on the same bolt and
onthethicknessof
that member. The lowestdesign
value for thetwomembersbeing
joined isthedesign
value for the shear plane.Example C10.2-1 illustrates
thisprovision.
Example C10.2-1

The specificgravityrangesofthespeciesinthe
connector groups of Table 10A are
Group
Group
Group
Group

Designvaluesin Table 10.2A and 10.2B represent
maximum joint test loads reduced by a factor of 3.6
that includes adjustments for variability and load
duration (57,62,159). These design values, applicable to
normalloading conditions, are considered to beless
than 70 percent of proportional limit test loads (62,159). Tabulated designvaluesapplyonly
to those joint
designswhichmeetthethickness,enddistance,edge
distance and spacing requirements for full design value
giveninTables
10.2A,10.2B and 10.3. Net thickness
requirements
refer
to the actual thickness
of
the
member before grooving.

Conomton
_-

.

___

to grain:

Sidemembers:

Design valuefromTable10.2A,
row 1, column 6 for connector on
one face and 1" thickness = 2270

Mainmember:

Design valuefromTable10.2A,
row 3, column 6 for connector on
two facesand 1 -1/2" thickness =
2 100

Limiting design value, each shear plane = 2100 Ibs
Sidemembers loadedperpendicular to grainandmain
member loaded parallel to grain:
Side
members:

Design valuefromTable10.2A,
row 1, column 10 = 1620

Main member: Design valuefromTable
row 3, column 6 = 2100

10.2A,

Limiting design value, each shear plane = 1620 Ibs
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10.2.1.2 The limiting
design
values
given
in
footnote 2 of Table 10.2B are the same as those given
in the 1986 edition. The 2900 pound value for the 25/8 inch shear plate is the maximum allowable bearing
load for a pressed steel plate without a reenforcing hub
about the bolt hole. The 4400 and 6000 pound values
for the 4 inchplatesusedwith
3/4 and 7/8 inch bolts
respectively are the maximumallowable shear design
values for A307 bolts ofthesediameters.
The 4 inch
plates have integral reenforcing hubs about the central
bolthole.Somewhathighermaximumdesignvalues
were permitted for 4 inch plates in the 1982 and earlier
editions based on higher allowable bolt shear strength.
Because
the
limiting
design
values
specified
in
footnote 2 of Table 10.2B are based on metal strength,
they are not to be increased by load duration or other
adjustment factors givenin 7.3.2 for valuescontrolled
by wood members.
10.2.2-Thickness of Wood Members
10.2.2.1 The minimum
member
thicknesses
required for use of the split ring and shear plate connector values in Tables 10.2A and 10.2B have been established from the results of joint tests (159).
10.2.2.2 The provision for use of linear interpolationbetweenminimumthicknesses
and thoserequired
from maximumdesignvaluesisbased
on theoriginal
connector research(159).
10.2.3-Penetration Depth Factor, Cd
10.2.2.3 The lagscrew penetration depth requirements and adjustments for penetrations less than
required for fulldesignvaluegivenin
Table 10.2.3
have been provisions of the Specification since the 1960
edition. Editions prior to 1960 did not have separate
penetration requirements for different connector groups,
expressed penetration requirementsinterms
of the
anchorage provided by the threaded portion of the
screw only, assumed a nonlinear relationship between
reduceddesignvalue
and penetration depth, and did
not provide for use of full design value with 2 4 8 inch
shear plates at minimumspecified penetration when
metalsideplates were used.
10.2.4-MetalSidePlateFactor,

I

shear between the membersbeing joined. The claw
plate differs from the shear plate in having short teeth
extending from one sideof the plate that are forced
into thewood as the bolt nut istightened.Special
note is to be made that the increased values for 4 inch
shear plates loaded parallel to grain are permitted only
when the maximum metal part designvaluesof
footnote 2 of Table 10.2B are not exceeded.
10.2.5-Load at Angle to Grain

Use of the standard bearing angle to grain equation
(Equation 10.2-1 and Appendix J) to determineallowable design values for split ring and shear plate connectors located in a shear plane that is loaded at an angle
to grainbetween 0" and 90" has been a provisionin
theSpecificationsince the 1944 edition. The original
research showed that maximum design values on claw
plate connectors loaded at differentanglestograin
variedinaccordancewith
the standard angle to grain
equation (159). The tests of splitringconnectors
in
this
same
study showed
the
relationship between
maximum
design
value
and grain angle
could
be
described by a linear relationship without appreciable
error. For purposesofconservatism
and consistency
with the provisions for other fasteners,the standard
angle to grain equation isusedin the Specification to
adjust both split ring and shear plate connector design
values for grain angle.
10.2.6-Split Ring and Shear Plate Connectors
in EndGrain
Prior to the 1977 edition, theSpecificationcontained no provisions for the designofconnectorsin
end grain surfaces. Such provisions were introduced in
1977 to cover joint configurations frequentlyencountered in practice, such as those at the peak of A-frames
or similar arches.
Design values for split ring and shear plate connectors in end grain surfaces are keyed to use of a design
value for connectors in square-cut end surfaces equal to
sixtypercentofthe
tabulated design value for connectors inside
grain surfacesloadedperpendicularto
grain, or
(C10.2-1)

Csr

Increases for metal sideplates used with 4 inch
shear plate connectors given in Table 10.2.4 have been
recognized
in
the Specification
since
the
1944 edition.
The adjustments are based on original connector
researchinvolvingclawplates(159).Bothclawplate
and shear plate connectors fit into prebored recesses in
woodmembers and depend upon the bolt to transmit

where:
Q'90

=

allowabledesignvalue for a splitring or
shear plate connector unit in a square-cut
endsurface,loadedinanydirection
in
the plane of surface
the
(a=90°,
0"scps90") calculated from (C10.2-1)
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Q'

= allowabledesignvalue for asplitring
or
shear plate connector unit in a side grain
surface,
loaded
perpendicular
to grain
( a=O"

, cp =90").

The Q'90.condition isillustrated in Figure 10F of
the specification. The useof 0.60 Q' as theallowable
design value for a square-cut end surface was originally
based on experiencewith connector designwithglued
laminatedtimber
prior to 1977 (4). Available data
from acomprehensive study ofthecapacity
of shear
plates in sloping grain end surfaces in Douglas fir (107)
generallyconfirmtheuseofthe
0.60 ratio. This ratio
slightly
is
more conservative than the 0.67 value
assumed for square-cutendsurfacedesignvaluesin
Canada (41,101). The end grain connector
design
provisions in the 1977 edition, which have continued to
provideconnectionsofsatisfactoryfieldperformance,
have
been
carried
forward unchanged to the 1991
edition.

Use of the standard bearing angle to grain equation
for
(Appendix J) to establishallowabledesignvalues
connectors in sloping end-grain surfaces also has
been
abasicprovisionoftheSpecificationsincethe
1977
edition. When the load on the sloping surface is acting
(cp=O"), as
parallel to theaxisof
cut ofthesurface
illustrated
in
Figure 10G of
the
Specification,
the
standard angle to grain equation is enteredwiththe
tabulatedallowable
connector designvalue
for side
grain
parallel
to grain loading and the
calculated
allowabledesignvalue
for asquare-cutendsurface.
Thus, for the case of cp=O", the equation for any slope
ofsurface cut, a , is
PIa

P'

=

Q'go

(C10.2-2)

P' sin2a+ QfgOcos
2a
where:

PIa = allowable design value for a split ring or
shear plate connector unitinasloping
surface,loadedinadirectionparallel
to
the axis of cut (0"<a<90°, cp = 0")
allowable design value for a split ring or
shear plate connector unit in a side grain
surface,loadedparallel
to grain (a=Oo,
cp=O")

allowable design value for a split ring or
shear plate connector unit in a square-cut
end surface,loadedinanydirectionin
plane
the
surface
the
of
(a=90",
0" scp $90")calculated from (C10.2-1)

a

= theleastangleformedbetween
sloping
a
surface and the generaldirection
woodfibers, from 0" to 90"

ofthe

Whenthe
load on theslopingsurface
isacting
perpendicular to the axis of cut of the surface (cp=90"),
as illustratedin Figure 10H oftheSpecification,the
valueof P' in equation C10.2-2 isreplacedwiththe
tabulated allowable connector designvalue
for side
grain perpendicularloading. For thiscaseof
cp=90",
the equation for any slope of surface cut, a, is

O f a=

0'

Q'go

(C10.2-3)

Q' sin 2 a + Q'90cos2a

where:
Q', = allowabledesignvalue

Q'

for asplitring
or
shear plate connector unit in asloping
surface, loaded in a direction perpendicular
to the axis of cut (0" <a<90°, cp=90").
= allowabledesignvalue
for asplitring
or
shear plate connector unit in asidegrain
surface,
loaded
perpendicular
to grain
(a=OO, cp=90").

Whenthe load on theslopingsurfaceisacting
at
an anglebetween 0" and 90" to theaxisof cut ofthe
surface (0" s cp s go"), as illustrated in Figure 101, the
valuesof P' and Ofgoin the equation C10.2-2are
respectively, or
replaced with P'a and Q
la,

where:
W a = allowabledesignvalue
for splitring
or
shear plate connector unit in asloping
surface, when directionof load is at an
angle cp from theaxisof cut.

For splitring and shear plateconnectors used in
sloping end grain surfaces, the thickness of the member
is
taken
as the
distance
between
the
edge
of
the
connector and the nearest point on the outside edge of
the member located on a line parallel to the bolt or lag
screw axis (see Example C10.2-2). Where the end grain
surface is square cut, the thickness of the member may
be taken as the length of the lag screw in the member.
for
Example C10.2-2illustratestheuseofprovisions
shear plates.

-
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Example C10.2-2
Determine the allowable vertical force with 'C of 1.15 on
a 2 4 8 inch shear plate connector unit joining two Douglas
fu-larch 4x10 rafters at the ridge where the roof slope is 12
in 8 producing an angle of 33.7" from the vertical at the
peak. Use a 3/4-inch bolt with 2 inchdiameterwrought
iron washers recessed into each rafter (see Figure C10.2-1).
The angle between the direction of load and the axis of cut
of the end grain surface, 9, is 0". The slope of the surface
cut, a , or angle between the axis of cut and the direction of
grain in the members, is 33.7".

Assume connectors will be installed in unseasoned wood:
from Table 7.3.3, C
, = 0.80
Locate the connector center 8-5/16 inchesfromtheapex.
Effective thickness of each member (see Figure C10.2-'1)is
t = tan 33.7" (8.312 - 2.625/2) = 4.669 in.
Minimum end distance for full design value from 10.3.6.1
and Table 10.3 = 4 in.; minimum for reduced design value
= 2-1/2 in. Actual end distance = 8-5/16 in.
Full design value applies, C, = 1.0
Minimum edge distance for full design value from 10.3.6.1
and Table 10.3 = 1-3/4 in.;minimum for reduceddesign
value = 1-314 in.
Actual edge distance = 3.5/2 = 1-314 in.
Full design value applies, C, = 1.0
From Table 10.2B for 2-518 in. diameter plate with 314 in.
bolt, 1 face containing
connector,
minimum
member
thickness of 1-1/2 in., Group B species:
P = 2670, P' = (2670
' C CM C, ) = 2456
Q = 1860, Q' = (1860

C, 'C C, ) = 1711

From Equation C10.2-1: QtW= 1027
From Equation C10.2-2 with a = 33.7": P'= = 1719
The maximumallowableverticalloadthatcan
be
transferred from one rafter to theotherthroughthe
connector unit is 1719 lbs.

Flgure ClO.2-I

10.3-PLACEMENT OF SPLIT RING AND
SHEARPLATECONNECTORS
10.3.1-Terminology
Edge and end distances and spacings for split ring
and shear plate connectors are referenced to the center
not the edge of the connectors.
10.3.2-Geometry Factor, CA
The geometry factor has beenintroducedinthe
1991 edition as part ofthegeneralconversionofthe
provisionsoftheSpecification
to an equation format.
The factor adjusts tabulated designvalues for use of
end distances, edge distances and/or spacings which are
less than those required to achieve the full design value
capacity of the specified connector unit. The use of
reduced connector design
values
to accommodate
imposed
geometric
design
limitations has been a

provisionoftheSpecificationsincethe1944edition.
It is to be noted that thesmallestgeometryfactor
for any split ring or shear plate connector in a joint is
to be applied to all connectors in that joint regardless
of
their
alignment
relative
to one another. This
provision for allowingless than fulldesignconnector
total loadonthe
distances to be used onlywhenthe
joint or shear planeisreducedin
proportion to the
reduction in distances was added in the 1982 edition to
clarify the intent of requirements for end distance and
spacing. The 1991 edition
specifically
extends
the
clarification to edgedistancerequirements.
10.3.3-Edge Distance
10.3.3.1 Connector edge distance requirements and
relatedgeometry factors in Table 10.3 are unchanged
since the 1944 edition. Specific values
are based on the
original connector research (159).
Spfit Rhg and ShearPlateConnectozs
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10.3.3.2 Detennination ofedgedistancerequirements for members loaded at angles to grain between
0" and 90" issimplified by thefact
that theedge
distance requirement for a given size connector in Table
10.3 isthesame
forboth minimum and fulldesign
value for unloaded and loadededgeparallel
to the
grain and for unloaded edge perpendicular to the grain.
Onlyin the loaded edge perpendicular to grain case is
a larger edgedistancerequired
to achievefulldesign
value. In thisinstance,theedgedistancerequired
for
all other conditions is
associated
with
reduced
a
minimumdesignvaluehavingageometry
factor, CA,
of 0.83. A one inch larger edgedistanceisrequired
these
for C' = 1.00. Example C10.3-1 illustrates
provisions.
Example C10.3-1
A 2-112 inch split ring connector with 1-3/4 inch unloaded andloaded edge distance. For theunloaded edge,
C, = 1.00 under any angle of loading. For the loaded
edge, C, = 0.83 under aay angle of loading. To obtain
a C, = 1.00 for the connector, the loaded edge distance
must be increased to 2-3/4 inches when the angle of
loading is 45" orgreaterandproportionally
less for
angles between 0" and < 44". For an angle of loading
of 22.5", the
loaded
edge distance
required
for
C, = 1 .OO is 2.75-(22.5/45)(2.75-1.75) or 2-1/4 inches.

mentsvarydepending
upon whetherthemember
is
being loaded in tension or compression, with the latter
also
differing
depending
upon whether
loading
is
parallel or perpendicular to grain.
10.3.4.2 The useof linear interpolation between
tabulated enddistances for parallel and perpendicular
to grain loading to determine end distance requirements
for members loaded at angles to grain between 0" and
90" has been a provision of the Specification since the
1944 edition.Example C10.3-3illustratestheseprovisions.
Example C10.3-3
A 2-1/2 inch split ring connector is loaded in
compression at an angle to grain of 30" and has an end
distance of 3.5 inches. For minimum reduced design
value acting at an angle of 30", the required end distancefrom 10.3.4.2 is [2.50 + (30/?30)(2.75-2.50)], or
2.58 inches. For full design value acting at an angle of
30", required
thedistance
end
is [4.0 +
(30/90)(5.50-4.0)], or 4.5 inches. From 10.3.4.1,the end
distance geometry factor for the connection is
C, = 0.625 + (3.5-2.58)(1.00-0.625)/(4.5-2.58)]
= 0.804

10.3.5-Spacing
The edgedistance for theloadededgeestablishes
thegeometry factor for edgedistance that must be
applied, if limiting, to the tabulated values of P and Q
to obtain thevaluesof
P' and Q' required by the
standard angle to grain equation in 10.2.5.1.Example
C10.3-2illustratestheseprovisions.
Example C10.3-2
For a 2-112 inch split ring connector loaded at an angle
to grain of 22.5", the required loaded edge distance for
full design value is 2.25 inches, andfor
minimum
reduced design value is 1.75 inches. Foranactual
loaded edge distance of 2 inches, the geometry factor for
the connector based on 10.3.3.1 is by linear interpolation

C, = 0.83 + [(2.00-1.75)(1.00-0.83)/(2.25-1.75)]
= 0.915

10.3.4-End Distance
10.3.4.1 The enddistancerequirements
for full
and reduceddesignvaluesin
Table 10.3 are basedon
theoriginal connector research and havebeen part of
the Specification since the 1944 edition. These require130
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10.3.5.1 Spacingrequirements in Table 10.3 are
based on the original connector research (159)and have
1944 editionwithtwo
remainedunchangedsincethe
minorexceptions. In 1962, theminimumspacingsfor
reduced design values for parallel to grain loading and
parallel to grain spacingwereincreased
from 3-3/8 to
3-1/2 inches for the 2-1/2 - 2-98 inch
thepresent
connectors and from 4-7/8tothepresent
5 inches for
the 4 inch connectors.
However,thereduceddesignvaluepercentage
or
geometry factor associated with the minimum spacings
in
the
1991 edition
is
more
conservative
than
the
percentage used in the earliest editions of the Specification. From 1944 through the 1960 edition, thegeometry factor associated with the minimum allowed spacing
for parallel to grain loading - parallel to grain spacing
was 0.75, and for perpendicular to grainloading
perpendicular to grain spacingwas
0.83, the latter
factor being that associatedwiththeminimumloaded
edgedistance for thiscase.Theseearlyfactorswere
basedonparallel
to grain testresultsintheoriginal
research (159,179). In 1962, the 0.83 factor for the

-
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perpendicular loading and spacing case was dropped to
0.75 for purposes of uniformity.

AB

R =

(C10.3-1)

{A2sin2cp+B2cos2cp
In the 1971 edition, the geometry factor for minimum
allowed
spacings
was
reduced
from 0.75 to the
where:
present 0.50. This changereflectedrecommendations
made previously for simplifying adjustment of connector
design values for end distances and longitudinal spacing
(62).
The original connector researchindicated that the
load-carrying capacity of a joint made withtwo or
more connectors alignedparallel to grain and loaded
perpendicular to grain wasless than the sum of the
maximum design values for the same connectors acting
singly (62,159). Staggering or offsetting of connectors
so that they do not act along the sameline along the
grain of the transverse loaded memberwas found to
(62). Whensuch
givesomewhathigherdesignvalues
offsetting is used, the line connecting the centers of two
or more connectors locatedinthesame
contact face,
the connector axis cp, may not be orientedparallel or
perpendicular to the grain of the member or to the
direction of load, 8. Spacings intermediate to those
givenin Table 10.3 for reduced and fulldesignvalues
are applicable to suchcases.Because
the variables
involved are not linearly related, a graphical method
has beendeveloped for determining spacingrequirements for designs for thesecaseswhere the connector
axis is at an angle to the grain of the member (4,179).
This graphical method is based on numerical procedures
givenin the 1968 and earlier editions of the Specification. The numerical
procedures
are given
in
the
Commentary for 10.3.5.2.

Use of linear interpolation to establishgeometry
factors for spacings intermediate to thoseassociated
with tabulated minimum and fulldesignvalues
has
been a provisionoftheSpecificationsince
the 1944
edition.
10.3.5.2 The graphical method for determining
minimum spacing requirements for members loaded at
an angle to grain (4,179) isbased on numerical procedures givenin the Specification prior to 1971. These
procedures, which combine the effects of both variable
connector axisangle, cp, and variableangle to grain
loading, 9 , are givenbelow.

A and B are spacingvaluesselected
from Table
C10.3-1 for the applicable connector type and size
and angle of load to grain.
Table C10.3-1- Connector Spacing Values
Angle
Connector
load
and
type
grain, size

of
to

A,

B,

8

in.

in.
3-112
3-314
3-718
4-118
4-114

2-112 in. split ring
or
6
2-518 in. shear plate

0"

6-314

15"
30"
45"
60-90"

5-118
4-114
3-112

4 in. split ring
or
8
4 in. shear plate

0"

9

15"
30"
45"
5-314
60-90'

7
6
5

~~~

~~~~

~~

~

~

~

~

C (min.
for CA=0.5),
in.
3-112
3-112
3-112
3-112
3-112

~

5
5-114
5-112
6

5
5
5
5
5

The value of R determined from Equation C10.3-1
is the required spacing for fulldesignvalue, CA = 1.0.
The valueof C from Table C10.3-1 istheminimum
allowedspacingwhichisassociatedwiththereduced
designvalue, CA = 0.50. For a load angleof 0" ,
values of A and B are the spacings from Table 10.3 of
the Specification for fulldesign
and reduceddesign
value,respectively, for the parallelspacing - parallel
loading case. For a load angle of go", thevalues of
A and B are thespacings from Table 10.3 of the
Specification for reduceddesign and fulldesignvalue,
respectively for the perpendicular spacing - perpendicular loading case.
For angles of load to grain, 8 , intermediateto
those tabulated, values of A and B may be obtained
by linear interpolation. For actual spacing, S, between
R and C, thegeometry factor, CAS,
isdetermined by
linear interpolation or

(S-C ) (1.0 -0.50)
CAS
= 0.50+
(R-C )

(C10.3-2)

Minimumspacing (R)required for fulldesignvalueExample
C10.3-4 illustrates the useoftheseprovisions.
for any connector axisangle (cp) between 0" and 90"
and for any angleof load to grain ( 8 ) between 0" and
10.3.6-SplitRing andShear Plateconnectors
90" is determined from the equation
in End Grain
10.3.6.1 Procedures for establishingminimum and
fulldesignvaluespacing
and edge and enddistances

Split Riog and Shear Plate Connectors
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Example C10.3-4
Two 2-1/2inch split ring connectors spaced 4.0 inches
apart on a connector axis angle, 9, of 30" are loaded at
an angle: to grain, 8 , of 22.5'. Detemine thespacing
geometry factor, C, .
From Equation C10.3-1 and Table C10.3-1:

A
B
R
C

= 6 - (6 - 5.125)/2 = 5.562
= 3.75 + (3.875 - 3.75)/2 = 3.812
= 4.541 for C, = 1.00
= 3.5 for C' = 0.50

C, ( ~ ~ 4 . 0=) 0.50 + (4 - 3.5)(1.0 - 0.50)/(4.541
= 0.76

- 3.5)

for connectors inend grain surfaces f~llow,~thesame
logic as that employed to establishallowabledesign
values for such configurations in10.2.6.
The procedureshavebeen part oftheSpecificationsinceprovisions for connectors inendgrain
were introduced in
the1977edition.
10.3.6.2 Special attention should begiventothe
requirement for checking the shear capacity of members
supported by connectors inend grain surfaces.Where
theslope of thesurface cut, a , is other than 90°, the
component of the vertical force on the connector shear
plane that is normal to the outside or uncutedge of
themember should be taken as the shear force, V, in
Equation 3.4-5 of the Specification. The effective depth
of the member, d e , should be taken as the component
of the distance from the loaded edge of the member to
theunloadededgeofthe
connector that is normal to
theoutside or uncutedgeofthemember
(see Figure
C10.2-1).ExampleC10.3-5illustratestheseprovisions.
10.3.7-MultipleSplit Ring or ShearPlate
Connectors
10.3.7.1 The inclusion of sameboltaxisconnectors with connectors in a rowin10.3.7.1ofthe1991
edition is an inadvertent carryoveroflanguage introducedinthe1977
edition when theadjustment
for
fasteners in a row was first added to the Specification.
The group action factor, Cg, of7.3.6 applies only
to a rowoftwo or more connectors which are in the
same shear plane, are alignedinthedirectionof
load
and are on separate bolts or lag screws (see Commentary for 7.3.6). The factor need not beapplied
to
connections involving two or more connector units on
two or more contact faces concentric to the same bolt
axis.
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It is to be noted that thedefinitivecriterion
for
application of the group action factor isalignmentof
two or more connectors in the direction of load on the
shear plane.
Two
or more connectors which are
alignedparallel
or perpendicular to thegrainof
a
member are not subject to the group actionfactor if
such connectors are not also aligned with the resultant
force
on
the
shear plane.
Design
values
for the
connectors in the joint illustrated in Figure 1OJ of the
Specification are not adjusted for group action.
10.3.7.2 The provision for handlingtwosizesof
split ring grooves cut concentrically on the same wood
surface has been part oftheSpecificationsincethe
1944 edition.Whenthisoccurs
and rings are installed
in both grooves as required, the total load on the joint
islimited to theallowabledesignvalue
for thelarger
ringonly.
Example C10.3-5
Check the shear at the end of the rafter in the end grain
connector from Example C10.2-2. The joint consists of
a 2-5/8inch shearplateconnectorunitjoining
two
Douglas fu-Larch 4x10 rafters at the ridge where the
roof slope is 12 in 8 producing an angle of 33.7' from
the vertical at the peak. The allowable connector design
value for a CD of 1.15 on the end grain surface is 1719
pounds.

V

= V s i o a = (1719)si0 33.7" = 954 Ibs
= (8.312 + 2.625/2)sio 33.7' = 5.34 in.

de

From Equation 3.4-5:

f,

= [3(954)(9.25)]n2(3.5)(5.34)2] = 133 psi

Allowable shear for Douglas fir-Larch 4x10:
= 95 CD = 95(1.15) = 109 c 133

F,'

The design does not check for shear at the connection.
Either limit V' to

v

= [109(2)(3.5)(5.34)2]/[3(9.25)]
= 784 Ibs

V' = (784)/sio 33.7"= 1413 lbs
or increase the distance, d' ,from the apex to the center
of the connector to
de

= [(3(954)(9.25))/(2(3.5)(109))]
= 5.89 in.

1'2

d' = (5.89)/sio 33.7"= 10.615 in.

= (10.615 - 2.625/2) = 9.30 in.

dc

Split Riog and ShearPlateConnectors
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